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1. Which of the following is not a correct way to handle a hard hat?
a.Drill holes on it without authorization
b.Pair it with earmuffs
c. Stick labels on it
d.Pair it with a dust mask if necessary
2. What is the function of safety shoes?
a.Improve personal outlook
b.To protect the foot from skin disease
c. Increase walking/running speed
d.Protect the foot
3. Which of the following figures shows the
dupont edge (法國邊) of a marble workpiece?
a.A
b.B
c. C
d.D
4. The marble angle shown in the figure below is a:
a.Bevel angle
b.Marble angle
c. Square angle
d.Sharp angle
5. The property of sandstone is that it is:
a.Hard
b.Polished
c. Water absorbent
d.Prone to curling
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6. The property of Thassos marble is that it is:
a.Fragile
b.Honed
c. Water absorbent
d.Prone to color bleeding
7. What kind of stone is Lumaquela Rosa?
a.Sandstone
b.Agglomerated stone
c. Marble
d.Granite
8. How much space (泥位) is usually needed for paving marble panels?
a.20mm
b.40mm
c. 60mm
d.80mm
9. Which of the following tools should be used to establish long horizontal
datum?
a.Spirit level
b.Levelling hose
c. Wooden edge rule
d.Steel tape
10. What can be used to remove the stains on marble surface?
a.Ammonia powder
b.Dish detergent
c. Toilet bowl cleaner
d.Wire wool and white wax
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11. When the marble stones are transported to the site, you should:
a.Lay them flatwise on the platform indoor
b.Lay them flatwise in the open air
c. Lean it upright against the wall obliquely with something underlies
d.Lay them flatwise on wooden plank with 150cm above the ground
12. The material commonly used for tiling marble onto a platform is:
a.Dry sand
b.Wet sand
c. Semi-dry sand
d.Cement powder
13. The material to be used after platform tiling and testing is:
a.Water
b.Glue
c. Cement plaster
d.Cement powder
14. Which of the following materials should be used to fix broken marble?
a.Cement plaster
b.Tile adhesive
c. All-purpose adhesive
d.Marble glue
15. What should be the correct work attitude?
a.Be late for work or leave early
b.Always on leave
c. Poor attendance
d.Maintain good attendance and never be absent from work on excuses
or without any reasons
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16. What is the appropriate action when temporary away from working
position?
a.Away from the work position after tidy up the workplace
b.Report to your supervisor. Keep good house-keeping by properly put
back the tools and materials
c. Notify nearby colleague and leave
d.Away from the work position whenever you want and no need to report
to your supervisor
17. In order to use abrasive cutting machine, a person should put on _____.
a.Cap
b.Safety goggles
c. Cotton gloves
d.Rubber rain jacket boot
18. For how many workers in a construction site would require one qualified
first aider?
a.30-99
b.40-99
c. 50-99
d.60-99
19. The diameter of a common portable marble blade is:
a.80mm
b.90mm
c. 100mm
d.150mm
20. What is the finest steel wool?
a.Grade 0
b.Grade 2
c. Grade 4
d.Grade 5
-
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